†a) , Student Member and Masahiro NAGAMATU †b) , Member SUMMARY We have proposed a neural network called the Lagrange programming neural network with polarized high-order connections (LPPH) for solving the satisfiability problem (SAT) of propositional calculus. The LPPH has gradient descent dynamics for variables and gradient ascent dynamics for Lagrange multipliers, which represent the weights of the clauses of the SAT. Each weight w r increases according to the degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r . This causes changes in the energy landscape of the Lagrangian function, on which the values of the variables change in the gradient descent direction. It was proved that the LPPH is not trapped by any point that is not a solution of the SAT. Experimental results showed that the LPPH can find solutions faster than existing methods. In the LPPH dynamics, a function h r (x) calculates the degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r via multiplication. However, this definition of h r (x) has a disadvantage when the number of literals in a clause is large. In the present paper, we propose a new definition of h r (x) in order to overcome this disadvantage using the "min" operator. In addition, we extend the LPPH to solve the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Our neural network can update all neurons simultaneously to solve the CSP. In contrast, conventional discrete methods for solving the CSP must update variables sequentially. This is advantageous for VLSI implementation. key words: neural network, constraint satisfaction problem, Lagrangian method
Introduction
The satisfiability problem (SAT) is a famous NP-complete problem, and a number of problems in the field of computer science can be represented as the SAT. A number of researchers have developed algorithms [1] - [3] to efficiently solve the SAT. We have proposed a neural network called the Lagrange programming neural network with polarized high-order connections (LPPH) for solving the satisfiability problem (SAT) of propositional calculus [4] - [6] . The LPPH has gradient descent dynamics for variables x and gradient ascent dynamics for Lagrange multipliers w, which represent the weights of the clauses of the SAT. Each weight w r increases according to the degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r . This causes changes in the energy landscape of the Lagrangian function, on which the values of the variables change in the gradient descent direction. It was also proved that the LPPH is not trapped by any point that is not a solution of the SAT. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of the LPPH. The function h r (x) in the LPPH dynamics, which has been defined using multiplication, represents the degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r . The constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is to find a variable assignment that satisfies all given constraints. The CSP has a well defined representation ability and so can represent problems more compactly than the SAT. The decision problem of whether the given CSP has a solution is also an NP complete problem. There are two methods for solving the CSP: the complete search method [7] , [8] and the incomplete search method [9] - [11] . The complete search method can determine the inconsistency of the given problem, whereas the incomplete search method cannot. However, if the given problem has a solution, then the incomplete search method can find a solution quickly.
In the present paper, we extend the LPPH to solve the CSP. These dynamics is called the LPPH-CSP. For the SAT, when the number of literals in a clause is large (as is true for many CSPs), the existing definition of h r (x) cannot represent the degree of unsatisfaction effectively. In the present paper, we examine another definition of h r (x) that uses "min" rather than multiplication and use this alternative definition in the LPPH-CSP. Experimental results clarify the efficiency of LPPH-CSP for many CSPs.
Previously proposed incomplete CSP solvers are discrete valued and update all variables sequentially. However, if all variables are updated simultaneously, "this may cause the network to oscillate between a small number of states indefinitely [10] ". On the other hand, the LPPH-CSP can update all variables simultaneously because the LPPH-CSP is a continuous valued method. This property, that is explained in Sect. 5.2, will be advantageous with respect to hardware implementation.
In the next section, we describe the definitions of the SAT and the LPPH. We also explain the disadvantages of the existing definition of h r (x), and propose an alternative definition of h r (x). In Sect. 3, we describe the definition of the CSP and present a simple example of a CSP. In Sect. 4, we extend the LPPH to solve the CSP. Experimental results that demonstrate the efficiency of h r (x), which is defined by the "min" operator, are presented in Sects. 2.5, 5.4. Finally, our conclusions and areas for future study are presented in Sect. 6.
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SAT and LPPH
SAT
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } be a set of Boolean variables. The conjunctive normal form (CNF) E is a conjunction of clauses:
where each clause C r is a disjunction of literals:
and a literal is either a variable or its negation. Without loss of generality, we can assume that each variable appears at most once in each clause. The SAT is stated as follows:
CONSAT
Before describing the LPPH, let us define function g ir :
and a continuous valued satisfiability problem, which we will refer to as the CON-SAT.
o t h e r w i s e ,
Notice that in the above definitions, variables are continuous valued, whereas variables are discrete valued in the SAT. h r (x) represents the degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r . If clause C r is satisfied, then h r (x) = 0, and otherwise, h r (x) > 0. In the solutions of the CONSAT, some variables may have non-integral values between 0 and 1. The SAT and the CONSAT are equivalent if we think of these values as "don't care" in solutions of the SAT.
LPPH
The LPPH is based on the Lagrangian method, in which the Lagrangian function is defined as follows:
where
Here, F(x, w) ≥ 0, and F(x, w) = 0 iff x is a solution of the CONSAT. The dynamics of the LPPH is defined as follows:
where α is the attenuation coefficient, which influences the efficiency of the LPPH. A solution of the SAT can be obtained by numerically solving (3) and (4). When α = 0, the following features of the LPPH are proved [4] :
• All equilibrium points of the LPPH are solutions of the SAT, and vise versa.
• When the LPPH approaches a solution of the CONSAT, it converges to the solution. (2) is not a unique definition of the degree of unsatisfaction of clauses. Let us consider the following clause
Alternative Definition of h r (x)
and two variable assignments x 1 and x 2 .
Next, we consider whether x 1 or x 2 better satisfies the clause C 1 . Although, intuitively, x 2 appears to better satisfy clause C 1 , from (2), we have h r (x 1 ) = 0.0625 and h r (x 2 ) = 0.06885. Accordingly, x 1 better satisfies clause C 1 . In this case, it is natural to use the following definition:
From (5), h r (x 1 ) = 0.5 and h r (x 2 ) = 0.1. This agrees with the above intuition. The difference between (5) and (2) is the same as the difference between "min" and "multiplication" in fuzzy logic. We can view a clause of the SAT as a constraint that requires at least one literal in this clause to be true. In the following sections, we extend the LPPH to solve the CSP, which has constraints that are more generalized than those of the SAT. In the extension, we apply the concept used in (5).
Comparison of Definitions of h r for SAT
This subsection describes the result of comparison of the efficiency of definitions of h r (x) mentioned in Sect. 2.4. We applied these definitions to problems shown in Table 1 with the attenuation coefficient α = 0.06 [6] . Figure 1 shows the Table 1 SAT.  Name  n  m  max  rg1  100  430  3  randomly  rg2  200  860  3  generated  3-SAT  hm1  100  762  9  Hamilton  hm2  225  2795  14  circuit  tp1  319  941  10  test pattern  tp2  196  529  10  generation  for circuits  q15  225  5195  15  15-Queen  problem  q20  400  12560  20 20-Queen problem results. The vertical axis indicates the average CPU time calculated by changing the initial point 30 times. In Table 1 , n, m, and max denote the number of variables, number of clauses, and maximum number of literals in a clause, respectively. From Table 1 and Fig. 1 , we can see that if the number of literals in a clause is large, the definition of (5) is more efficient than the definition of (2).
CSP
The CSP is a combinatorial problem to find a solution that satisfies all given constraints. The CSP is defined by a triple (X, D, C): 
A solution of the CSP is a value assignment to the variables in X that satisfies all constraints in C. Let x i j be a Boolean variable indicating that "variable X i is assigned the jth value in D i ". x i j is called a Variable-Value Pair (VVP) [10] . x i j is true (x i j = 1), iff the variable X i is assigned the jth value in D i . Each constraint C r consists of a set of VVPs. In the present paper, we consider the following types of con- straints:
S is a finite set of VVPs. The ALT constraint requires that at least n VVPs in S must be true.
The ALF constraint requires that at least n VVPs in S must be false.
The AMT constraint requires that at most n VVPs in S must be true.
The AMF constraint requires that at most n VVPs in S must be false.
The CSP can represent a number of combinatorial problems more compactly and effectively than the SAT. For example, we can represent the graph-N-coloring problem using these constraints. The graph-N-coloring problem is a problem to paint all nodes of a given undirected graph using a given number of colors, such that adjacent nodes are not colored with the same color. Figure 3 shows a CSP representing a graph-2-coloring problem of the undirected graph shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 , X 1 represents the color of node 1, and x 11 denotes that "node 1 is colored by color 1", and so on. In Fig. 3 , ALT constraints (C 1 , C 2 and C 3 ) and AMT constraints (C 4 , C 5 and C 6 ) require that each node must be painted by just one color. ALF constraints (C 7 , C 8 , C 9 and C 10 ) require that adjacent nodes must not be colored with the same color. Generally speaking, in the graph-N-coloring problem, the constraint C 4 becomes AMT(1, {x 11 , x 12 , · · · , x 1N }). However, when we represent this constraint by the SAT, we have to use N C 2 clauses, i.e. (x 1i ∨ x 1 j ) for i < j. This indicates the compactness of the representation by the CSP.
LPPH for CSP
In the definition of the CSP, each VVP x i j is a Boolean variable. In the following, we will use VVP x i j as a continuous valued variable that has a value between 0 and 1. x i j represents the degree of certainty that the variable X i is assigned the jth value of D i . The dynamics of the LPPH for the CSP (LPPH-CSP) is defined as follows:
where s ri j (x) represents the force exerted on x i j to satisfy constraint C r . w r is the weight of constraint C r , and h r (x) represents the degree of unsatisfaction of constraint C r . In (6) and (7), each variable changes its value so as to satisfy all constraints, and weight w r increases, if constraint C r is not satisfied. The factor x i j (1 − x i j ) restricts x i j between 0 and 1. LPPH-CSP searches a solution of the CSP by numerically solving the above dynamics. This dynamics is an extension of the dynamics (3) and (4) of the LPPH for the SAT. In the following, the definitions of h r (x) and s ri j (x) are described for the four types of constraints of the CSP.
C r = ALT(n, S )
For this type of constraint h r (x) and s ri j (x) are defined as follows:
otherwise, where NMax(n, S ) = nth maximum value in S .
To facilitate the understanding of these definitions, let us consider the following example:
, where x 11 = 0.9, x 21 = 0.8, x 31 = 0.7 and x 41 = 0.6.
In this example, h r (x) and s ri j (x) become as follows:
These definitions of h r (x) and s ri j (x) are based on the same concept used in (5), which calculates the degree of unsatisfaction using the value of a variable that appears in its clause. We will show that (8) is an extension of (5). For example, let us consider a clause
The degree of unsatisfaction of clause C r becomes
h r (x) and s ri j (x) for the following types of constraints are defined similarly.
C r = ALF(n, S )
h r (x) = NMin(n, S ),
otherwise, where NMin(n, S ) = nth minimum value in S .
C r = AMT(n, S )
, otherwise.
Experiments
CSPs Used in the Experiment
In our experiment, we used N-Queen problems, car sequencing problems [12] , and random CSPs to study the efficiency of LPPH-CSP. For the car sequencing problems, benchmark problems in CSPLib (http://4c.ucc.ie/ tw/csplib/) are used. Random CSPs are generated by randomly adding AMT constraints. The number of variables is 100 and the number of values for each variable is 40, and the number of constraints is 1,200. In the CSP, the size of set S of a constraint corresponds to the number of literals in a clauses, and usually S s of large size are included. For example, if a variable with |D i | = n exists, then ALT(1, S ) and AMT(1, S ) with |S | = n are included in the problem.
Numerical Simulation of LPPH-CSP
We use the Euler method to numerically simulate LPPH-CSP dynamics. The Euler method is described as follows. In (6), x i j (1 − x i j ) makes the gradient vector small, if the value of x i j is approximately 0 or 1. Thus, we use Step 3.6 in the following instead.
1. x i j = a randomly generated initial value between 0 and 1, for each i and j. In the above procedure, γ is a parameter that indicates the maximum change of the values of variables within one step of the Euler method. If γ is large, the change becomes large. Figure 4 shows the variation of CPU time with γ. Figure 5 also shows how the value of γ affects the length of the trajectory of LPPH-CSP from an initial point to the obtained solution. In these figures each data point of each graph is plotted by averaging the results of 100 different initial points. For each initial point, the CPU time is limited to 1,000 sec. We implemented the above procedure in C++ and executed it on a PC with a Pentium IV (2.40 GHz). Figure 4 shows that approximately 0.5 is an effective value for parameter γ. From Fig. 5 , we can see that if γ ≤ 0.5, the length of the trajectory stays constant. We consider that the ability to find a solution of the LPPH-CSP dynamics is not lost by the numerical simulation if γ ≤ 0.5. The LPPH-CSP often falls into an oscillation from some initial points when γ ≥ 0.5. This situation is similar to the case in which the GENET cannot find a solution when it updates all variables simultaneously [10] . GENET is a well known discrete-valued incomplete CSP solver. In GENET, variables change their values from 0 to 1, or 1 to 0, i.e., the change of the value of variables is large. Figure 6 shows a trajectory of x, which is projected to a two-dimensional plane. In Fig. 6 LPPH-CSP falls into an oscillation. The problem solved is a car sequencing problem and γ = 1.5. The part of the trajectory where lines gather thickly indicates that the trajectory falls into an oscillation. From these results, we used γ = 0.5 in the experiments throughout this paper.
Attenuation Coefficient
From the LPPH experiments for the SAT, we know that the CPU time depends on the value of the attenuation coefficient [5] . It is important to adjust the values of weights not only for LPPH, but also for the discrete-valued incomplete methods [3] , [13] , [14] . Figures 7, 8 , and 9 show how the value of the attenuation coefficient α influences the average CPU time of LPPH-CSP. The average is calculated by changing the initial points 30 times. For each initial point, the CPU time is limited to 300 sec. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the results for the car sequencing problems, random CSPs and the N-Queen problems, respectively. From these experimental results, we can see that a value of approximately 0.1 is good for the attenuation coefficient α for these problems.
Comparion with Solution via SAT
This subsection presents the experimental results that compare the following two methods. The first one is representing the given problem by the SAT and then solving it by the LPPH (we call this "SAT by LPPH"). The second one is representing the given problem by the CSP and then solving it by the LPPH-CSP ("CSP by LPPH -CSP"). Table 2 shows the average CPU time of these methods for N-Queen Problems. The average is calculated by changing the initial points 30 times. For each attempt, the CPU time is limited to 300 sec. The LPPH uses (5) for h r (x). Table 2 shows that the solution of the CSP by the LPPH-CSP is significantly faster than the SAT by LPPH. The car sequencing problems and random CSPs have AMT(n, S ) constraints, where n and the size of S is large, e.g. n = 80 and |S | = 200. In this case, the SAT has 200 C 80 clauses, and solving the SAT is not reasonable. The above result indicates the effectiveness of representing the given problem by the CSP and solving it by LPPH-CSP.
Comparison with GENET
In order to investigate the efficiency of LPPH-CSP, we compared GENET and the LPPH-CSP. We implemented GENET, as in the case for the LPPH-CSP, in C++. Figures 10, 11 , and 12 show the results for the car sequencing problems, random CSPs and the N-Queen problems, respectively. In these graphs, the vertical axes indicate the average CPU time calculated by changing the initial points 30 times. For each initial point, the CPU time is limited to 300 sec. We used the attenuation coefficient α = 0.1 for the LPPH-CSP. The experimental results reveal that the LPPH-CSP is as fast as GENET. These experimental results are obtained by the simulation of LPPH-CSP and GENET on a single CPU. The LPPH-CSP is a neural network. VVPs (x i j 's) and constraints (C r 's) in Fig. 3 are computing elements (i.e. neurons) of the network, and these computing elements can be executed in a massively parallel manner. The GENET is also proposed as a neural network [9] , [10] . In the network, VVPs and constraints are computing elements. However, in the GENET, all computing elements cannot be executed simultaneously [10] . On the other hand, the LPPH-CSP can be executed simultaneously. This mean, if these networks can be implemented by electronic circuits in future, LPPH-CSP can find the solution faster than the GENET.
Conclusion
We have proposed a neural network called the LPPH for the SAT. In the LPPH the degree of unsatisfaction of clauses is defined using multiplication. This definition has a disadvantage when the number of literals in a clause is large. In the present paper, we propose a new definition that uses the "min" operator. Experimental results show that the new definition is more effective. For the CSP, because constraints of large size S are usually included, we propose herein a neural network called the LPPH-CSP, in which the above concept is implemented. Experimental results reveal the effectiveness of the LPPH-CSP. The LPPH-CSP can use generalized types of constraints, such as ALT, ALF, AMT, and AMF, to represent given problems. We show this advantage of LPPH-CSP by comparison with the solution of the SAT by the LPPH. In commonly used incomplete CSP solvers such as GENET, if all variables are updated simultaneously, "this may cause the network to oscillate between a small number of states indefinitely". Thus, all variables must be updated sequentially. However, the LPPH-CSP can find a solution with γ ≤ 0.5, even if variables are updated simultaneously. If γ ≥ 0.5, then LPPH-CSP often falls into an oscillation. We believe that the reason for this is the same as the reason why variables cannot be updated simultaneously in the discrete CSP solver. The experimental results reveal that the performance of the LPPH-CSP is approximately equal to that of GENET when simulated on a single CPU. However, if the LPPH-CSP is implemented by electronic circuits, such as FPGA, and executed in a massively parallel manner, it will be performed faster than the GENET.
In the experiments of the present study, we found that the performance of the LPPH-CSP can be improved for car sequencing problems by adding redundant constraints. This is because the redundant constraints can be considered as additional knowledge for searching a solution. However, for other problems, redundant constraints sometimes bring about deterioration. In future studies, we will investigate the redundant constraints and apply our method to extended problems of the CSP, for instance, the CSP with an objective function and the MAX-CSP. In addition, we would like to investigate the hardware implementation of the LPPH-CSP.
